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						Why Bahrain?

						Bahrain is primed to be home to your next venture with a talented population, a free economy, an ideal entry point into the Middle East, and the lowest establishment costs in the region.
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						Business opportunities

						With a liberalised environment, advanced infrastructure and industries open for opportunity, there are numerous ways to benefit from the growing economy of Bahrain.
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						How we can help

						The Economic Development Board of Bahrain is the first point of call for entities wanting to establish their business in Bahrain–let us help you find the perfect opportunity.
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						Find out the latest in Bahrain’s investment and business news.
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Invest in Bahrain, The Heart of the Gulf




The Kingdom of Bahrain may be geographically compact, but our growing economy offers exciting investment opportunities within a supportive business environment designed to help your company flourish for years to come.




The Bahrain economy is the most diversified in the GCC region with particular strengths in the financial services, ICT, manufacturing, logistics, and tourism sectors. Our pro-innovation business policies and laws give businesses of all sizes the opportunity to thrive.




If you’re looking to expand your business in an economy full of growth, Bahrain EDB — the Bahrain Economic Development Board — is here to provide the information and assistance you need to achieve your ambitions within the Bahrain economy and beyond.







Bahrain has what it takes for your business to flourish









	    
      
        
          100% foreign ownership
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                    in most of our thriving non-oil based sectors.

          				

      

    

      
      
        
          Ease of doing business
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                    with minimum hurdles for creating and operating a company.

          				

      

    

      
      
        
          Gateway to GCC’s $2.1tn trade market
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                    The perfect hub for operations in the GCC, broader Middle East and North Africa.

          				

      

    

  










  
      
        Why Bahrain?

The economy of Bahrain is thriving and primed for your business to reap the rewards. Bahrainis join the workforce with an exceptional array of skills and extremely high levels of motivation, making them ideal employees. Work-life balance is at the forefront of Bahrain culture, making it a top rated place to work. Our forward-thinking government works closely with businesses to continue to enhance our business-friendly ecosystem through policy reform. All this paired with a strategic location at the heart of the Gulf creates the optimal environment for your business to grow in Bahrain.
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How Bahrain EDB can help

The purpose of the Bahrain Economic Development Board is to guide each new or expanding company, small or large, through every step of the investment journey. Our EDB team is ready to help each entrepreneur or company pursue local, regional or global business opportunities from Bahrain. Bahrain EDB can help you learn more about Bahrain economics and show you the benefits of our business infrastructure. We can also assist in:



            

    






	    
      
        
          finding a location for your business
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          discovering talent
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          navigating any legal requirements and more
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          The latest news from EDB Bahrain

        

      

    

  




            
                
                    NewsPress Release

                    Edamah Signs Lease Agreement with ‘Interlink’ for Over USD 200…

                    March 18, 2024

                

                
                    The lease signing was fast-tracked due to Interlink’s project being awarded the Golden License Edamah, the real estate arm of the Kingdom’s sovereign wealth fund, Bahrain Mumtalakat Holding Company “Mumtalakat”, has recently signed a 25-year lease agreement with Bahrain Titanium,…

                    Read more

                

            

            
                
                    NewsPress Release

                    Bahrain Tops Regional and Global Rankings in 2023

                    March 14, 2024

                

                
                    Bolstered by its Business-friendly environment, progressive legislation, and highly skilled talent pool Bahrain has secured high rankings across a considerable number of global indices and reports that analyse the macro environment, quality of the business ecosystem and map Foreign Direct…

                    Read more

                

            


            
                
                    NewsPress Release

                    Bahrain’s Golden License Attracts USD 2.4 Billion in Investment Contributing…

                    March 7, 2024

                

                
                    The island nation of Bahrain reported a total of USD 2.4 billion in investment stemming from 9 major projects, which are set to generate 3,000 employment opportunities following the introduction of its Golden License in April 2023. The initiative, which…

                    Read more

                

            

            
                
                    Press Release

                    Bahrain EDB and Georgetown University Discuss Impact of Digital Laws…

                    March 4, 2024

                

                
                    Bahrain Economic Development Board (Bahrain EDB) and Georgetown Law School co-hosted the seminar “Innovating Trade: The Impact of Digital Laws and Emerging Technologies” at the Ritz-Carlton Bahrain. Through a series of case studies presented and roundtable discussions, the seminar examined…

                    Read more

                

            


            
                
                    NewsPress Release

                    Bahrain Earns Above Average Global Scores Cementing its Innovative Talent…

                    February 27, 2024

                

                
                    Bahrain has achieved impressive results on the first edition of the World Economic Forum’s (WEF) Future of Growth Report 2024, performing exceptionally well across several indices, placing higher than the global average scores for talent availability (above 66) and for…

                    Read more

                

            

            
                
                    NewsPress Release

                    H.E. Noor bint Ali Alkhulaif Joins Bahrain EDB as Chief…

                    February 21, 2024

                

                
                    The Minister of Sustainable Development of Bahrain, H.E. Noor bint Ali Alkhulaif has joined Bahrain Economic Development Board (Bahrain EDB) as Chief Executive. The strategic appointment echoes the commitment of Bahrain in aligning its economic growth and diversification journey with…

                    Read more

                

            


            
                
                    NewsPress Release

                    Bahrain Attracts a Record USD 1.7 Billion in Investments for…

                    February 20, 2024

                

                
                    A thriving business friendly and favourable tax environment, progressive legislation, and a highly skilled diverse talent pool cement Bahrain’s attractiveness as a leading destination for investment. Bahrain Economic Development Board (Bahrain EDB), supported by Team Bahrain, has achieved a remarkable…

                    Read more

                

            

            
                
                    NewsPress Release

                    Bahrain Ranks 1st Globally for Islamic Finance Regulations

                    February 12, 2024

                

                
                    Bahrain secured a ranking 1st globally in Islamic Finance Regulations in this year’s edition of the ICD-LSEG Islamic Finance Development Report, cementing the island nation’s standing as a leading pioneer in Islamic financial regulation on an international level. Assessing the…

                    Read more

                

            


            
                
                    NewsPress Release

                    A Delegation from Bahrain Heads to Davos for WEF 2024

                    January 15, 2024

                

                
                    Manama, Bahrain – 15 January 2024: A delegation from Bahrain, led by H.E. Shaikh Salman bin Khalifa Al Khalifa, Minister of Finance and National Economy, is set to join world leaders that will be gathering at the World Economic Forum…

                    Read more

                

            

            
                
                    NewsPress Release

                    Conexus Resources Group Expands Global Portfolio with its Inaugural USD…

                    January 8, 2024

                

                
                    Conexus Resources Group, the UK-headquartered pioneer of innovative solutions in the metals and agricultural commodities sectors operating in 15 countries across the world including Switzerland and Singapore, announced today the inauguration of its flagship aluminium rod plant in Bahrain, Konexus…

                    Read more

                

            


            
                
                    NewsPress Release

                    According to an Economic Impact Study Published by IDC Cloud…

                    December 13, 2023

                

                
                    Based on a recently published Economic Impact Study by the International Data Corporation (IDC), cloud spending in Bahrain is projected to contribute over USD 1.2 billion to the Kingdom’s GDP by the year 2026 (an equivalent to approximately 2.3% of…

                    Read more

                

            

            
                
                    NewsPress Release

                    US Cybersecurity Company Resecurity Opens Office and Technology Hub in…

                    November 8, 2023

                

                
                    Resecurity Inc. (USA), a Los Angeles-based cybersecurity and intelligence company serving Fortune 500 clients globally, recently announced the opening of its latest office in Manama, Bahrain, supported by the Bahrain Economic Development Board (Bahrain EDB). Marking the expansion of its…

                    Read more

                

            


            
                
                    NewsPress Release

                    A High-Level Bahrain Delegation Wraps Up a Successful Visit to…

                    November 8, 2023

                

                
                    Manama, Bahrain 28, October 2023. A high-level Bahrain delegation headed by H.E. Abdulla bin Adel Fakhro, Minister of Industry and Commerce and Acting Minister of Tourism, successfully concluded its official visit to China, which kicked off as of October 21…

                    Read more

                

            

            
                
                    NewsPress Release

                    A High-Level Bahrain Delegation Heads to China to Promote Investment…

                    October 21, 2023

                

                
                    Manama, Bahrain – 21 October 2023. A high-level Bahrain delegation led by H.E. Abdulla bin Adel Fakhro, Minister of Industry and Commerce, and the acting Minister of Tourism, is headed on an official visit to China scheduled from October 21…

                    Read more

                

            


            
                
                    NewsPress Release

                    On the Sidelines of GITEX, Bahrain EDB Attracts USD 295…

                    October 18, 2023

                

                
                    Bahrain Economic Development Board (Bahrain EDB) has attracted USD 295 million in direct investments within the Information and Communications Technology (ICT) sector as part of a total projected direct investment worth USD 1.4 billion, during the first nine months of…

                    Read more

                

            

            
                
                    Press Release

                    Fintech Forward 2023 Successfully Wraps Up its Inaugural Event in…

                    October 17, 2023

                

                
                    Manama, Bahrain – October 16, 2023. Fintech Forward 2023 (FF23) wrapped up its inaugural event last week, which was held at Bahrain Exhibition World securing more than 900 attendees. Following an evening networking session and dinner on October 10, the…

                    Read more

                

            


            
                
                    NewsPress Release

                    Bahrain Secures High Rankings Maintaining its Standing as a Global…

                    October 17, 2023

                

                
                    Bahrain ranked in the top half (27th) of 64 global economies on the 2023 Institute for Management Development (IMD) World Talent Ranking, climbing 8 positions since 2022 and placing 2nd in the Arab World. The rankings assess three factors of…

                    Read more

                

            

            
                
                    Press Release

                    HRH The Deputy King chairs the Bahrain EDB Board Meeting

                    October 10, 2023

                

                
                    Manama, Oct. 10 (BNA): The Deputy King, His Royal Highness Prince Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa, today chaired the EDB’s Board of Directors Meeting at its headquarters in Bahrain Bay. His Royal Highness highlighted the importance of HM the King’s…

                    Read more
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        Who’s already here

Setting up in Bahrain means joining a long list of world-class businesses that have chosen our country as their regional base of operations. These exceptional businesses include:
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							Kyriako Zarkadas

							Founder, Visit Bahrain

							“We’ve gained a lot of beneficial support particularly from a strategic perspective.”

						

					

					

				

			

					
				
					
						
							Kunjan M. Choksi

							General Manager, JBF Bahrain

							“Bahrain has a deserved reputation as an easy place to do business, operating costs are competitive and crucially there is excellent access to GCC markets and beyond.”


						

					

					

				

			

					
				
					
						
							Andrew Sims

							Director and CEO, NEC Payments

							“Within 3 months I had moved to Bahrain with my family. This move turned out to be a great move for us all.”
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